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Learn what happens behind the scenes of operating systems Find out how operating systems work,

including Windows, Mac OS X, and Linux. Operating Systems Demystified describes the features

common to most of today's popular operating systems and how they handle complex tasks. Written

in a step-by-step format, this practical guide begins with an overview of what operating systems are

and how they are designed. The book then offers in-depth coverage of the boot process; CPU

management; deadlocks; memory, disk, and file management; network operating systems; and the

essentials of system security. Detailed examples and concise explanations make it easy to

understand even the technical material, and end-of-chapter quizzes and a final exam help reinforce

key concepts. It's a no-brainer! You'll learn about:  Fundamentals of operating system design

Differences between menu- and command-driven user interfaces CPU scheduling and deadlocks

Management of RAM and virtual memory Device management for hard drives, CDs, DVDs, and

Blu-ray drives Networking basics, including wireless LANs and virtual private networks Key

concepts of computer and data security  Simple enough for a beginner, but challenging enough for

an advanced student, Operating Systems Demystified helps you learn the essential elements of OS

design and everyday use.
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I enjoyed this easy to read review of the fundamentals of operating system design. The book covers

many elements without being bog down in specific functionalities. It was design to imspire curious

students and would be a ideal supplement to those considering beginning coursework in

networking. Operating Systems DeMYSTiFieD

I have just completed using this text in a course, and here's what I can tell you:The content is written

at a level adequate to deliver basic information for an intro to OS course. It appears this content

came from McHoes and Flynn's "Understanding Operating Systems"; the content in that text is

similar but goes into much deeper detail. I had used this last text for several years and thought it

was a good book, if a bit too detailed for my students' needs.I made the fatal error of assuming that

the answer keys for the text questions were accurate. Both the end of chapter questions and the

final exam at the end of the text had numerous errors. Further, quite a few questions were

ambiguously worded.Ultimately, my students and I went through the final exam and identified the

errors, and I will share the list if anyone is interested.Bottom line: the content is fuzzy, the chapter

and final questions can't be trusted, and McGraw-Hill can't/won't support the text.

It is exactly like it says it is. Very easy to sync to multiple devices, and using the Kindle reader on

my Android device I can keep my place and swap between bookmarked locations, the Table of

Contents, and the chapters/locations the Table of Contents links to very quickly and easily.My only

gripe is it doesn't contain the print edition page numbers at an point, so in class when the instructor

refers to a specific page [of the print edition] I have to figure out what page he's referring to. You get

a star off for that.

Very easy transaction.
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